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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, transition metal oxides were added in vanadium oxide films for
microbolometer applications by co-sputtering. Vanadium and transition metals were
sputtered with pulsed DC and RF power, respectively. Concentration of the metals in
VOX films were determined by XPS and RBS techniques. Electrical and structural
properties of the resulted films were analyzed with TCR, resistivity, TEM, Raman and
GIXRD measurements. In general, TCR and resistivity values for alloying less than 10%
were found to be similar to non alloyed films. Crystallinity of the films was found to be
increased by addition of transition metal oxides. This study of alloying VO X films
revealed that even with concentrations between 17-30 % transition metal oxides, VOX
films grow with the same structural property which is a two phase system of
nanocrystalline FCC domains surrounded by an amorphous matrix.
ALD process with VTIP and H2O precursors was tried to produce VOX films.
TCR and resistivity values for the resulted film were found to be -4.7%/K and 77 kOhmcm, respectively. Mass per cycle data was collected using in-situ QCM, and layer by
layer growth was observed. Growth per cycle for VTIP precursor for the conditions used
in this thesis was found to be 0.32 Å/cycle.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Infrared (IR) Detection
Infrared (IR) radiation is an electromagnetic wave with a wavelength between 0.75
μm and 1000 μm. IR radiation is invisible to naked human eye, and has a smaller energy
compared to visible light. All objects depending on their temperatures emit IR radiation,
and Wien’s displacement law gives the relationship between the wavelength and
temperature of a blackbody radiation.

1
1.1

Using Infrared radiation for vision has been utilized by certain types of reptiles such
as pythons and rattlesnakes for thousands of years for hunting and protection purposes
[1,2]. Ability to see in the absence of light provides a strategic advantage in army, rescue,
and other sighting requiring operations. For its numerous benefits one class of IR
detectors were developed using the fact that when IR radiation falls on certain type of
materials it gives rise to a temperature increase, and electrical properties of the material
changes correspondingly [3]. These types of detectors are called thermal detectors, and
their main advantage is that they operate at room temperature without any external
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cooling requirements. Other type of detectors developed based on the photon electron
interactions, and they are called photonic detectors. Photonic detectors implement the
absorption of photons by electrons, and measure the resulting change in electrical
properties [4]. Photonic detectors have a faster response time compared to thermal
detectors, but former requires cryogenic cooling to eliminate thermal noise, and this
makes the detectors expensive and bulky [5].

1.2 Thermal Detectors
Even though thermal detectors are slower and less sensitive compared to photon
detectors, by the development of focal plane arrays (FPAs), it was shown that high
quality images could be obtained using arrays of detecting pixels comparable to photon
detectors [6]. All thermal detectors work with the same principle that is when IR
radiation falls on the detector it causes some measureable property to change, and
resulted change is observed and converted to the temperature of the IR source.
Thermopiles, bolometers, and pyroelectric detectors are the main types of thermal
detectors [6, 7].
Thermopiles are series of thermocouples connected to each other, and work with the
fact that when two different metals come into contact, change in the temperature
generates a voltage in the junction of these two metals. This phenomenon was discovered
by J. Seebeck in 1826, and in 1833 first thermopile IR detector was built by using
Seebeck’s breakthrough [6]. Materials with high resistivities, low thermal conductivities
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and large Seebeck coefficients such as Si, Bi and Sb are common elements used in
thermopiles.
Pyroelectric detectors are made out of pyroelectric materials which show a
polarization change when exposed to a temperature fluctuation, and this polarization
change generates a surface charge in a particular direction. Voltage generated across the
detector material is measured and related to the temperature level [7]. Material selection
for pyroelectric detectors depends on the nature of the detector and ambient temperature.
Most of the pyroelectric materials lose their polarization above a certain temperature
which is called Curie temperature (Tc), so materials with Tc higher than ambient are used
in most applications [6].
Another type of thermal detectors is bolometers. In bolometers IR radiation is
absorbed, and heats up the detecting surface, and this temperature variation induces a
resistivity change of the temperature sensitive material. By applying a known current,
output voltage is measured and related to temperature variation [7]. There are five
common types of bolometers, and these are metal, thermistor, semiconductor, composite,
and superconductor bolometers [6]. For an ideal bolometer material, there are three main
characteristics: Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), resistivity, and noise [8]. An
ideal material should have a high TCR, low resistivity and low noise values. However,
these three properties are strongly related to each other so that a material with a high TCR
tends to have a high resistivity and noise values. Therefore for a desired performance,
balance among three must be established [5,6,9].
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1.2.1 Microbolometers
Resistive bolometers are promising candidates for low cost relatively high
performance thermal detectors that can be used in civilian applications in addition to
military applications [9]. These bolometers create an image of a heat emitting object by
using an array of pixels, and this pixel structure is called microbolometer. Commercial
size development and application of microbolometers in U.S. happened after the works of
Honeywell and Texas Instrument on vanadium oxide and silicon based detectors,
respectively [10]. Honeywell patented a unique design of a microbolometer pixel where
they also explained little bit about the processing of the vanadium oxide films they used
in their pixels [11]. Today different designs and pixel sizes have been utilized in
microbolometer applications that are commercially available [12-19].
Each pixel of the detector is fabricated by a multi-step micro machining and
selective etching process. Simplified version of this process is shown in Figure 1-1. Every
pixel has a heat sensitive material thermally isolated from the read-out circuitry by
electrically conductive legs. Thermal isolation is required in the pixel fabrication because
refreshment rate of the detector depends on the ability of the each pixel to return its
original temperature after being exposed to a thermal fluctuation [5,7]. In the example
shown, vanadium oxide film is used as thermally sensitive material in the pixel. This
layer heats up when IR radiation is absorbed by the thermally sensitive material, and
resulted resistance change is measured by applying a current and measuring the voltage
using the readout circuitry.
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Figure 1-1 Simplified process of Honeywell’s pixel fabrication, retrieved from

[7,8].

1.2.2 Figures of Merit
As mentioned earlier, TCR is an important characteristic of the thermally sensitive
material for a better performing bolometer. A higher TCR material enables pixels to
detect smaller temperature variations as resistance change will be larger for a smaller
temperature interval. TCR values reported for commonly used bolometer materials are
generally between -2 %/K and -4 %/K. Vanadium Oxide thin films shows TCR values in
this range with relatively low resistivities [7,8,17,20-23]. Electrical conduction
mechanism in VOx films is suggested to be thermally activated hopping process which is
also seen in the equation 1.2 relating TCR to activation energy of the charge migration,
Ea [21,24,25].
1
1.2
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Noise is another limiting factor for the performance of the thermal detectors, and it
affects the voltage reading of applied bias which is being altered by the resistance change
of the pixel due to absorbed IR radiation. Four different types of noise contribute to the
total noise, and they are background fluctuation noise, temperature fluctuation noise, 1/f
noise, and Johnson noise. They are added together by adding the square of each and
taking the square root of the sum [5]. Among these noise sources, 1/f and Johnson noise
are specific to materials used in the pixels, so they are compared when judging the
efficiency of microbolometer materials.
1
1.3

In order to compare the performance of thermal detectors, there is couple of
parameters used, and Responsivity (R) is one of them. As its name points out,
Responsivity indicates how well a thermal detector responses to the incident radiation
power (P), and since response of the detector is measured by the voltage output (V s), R is
given by the equation 1.4 [6].
1
1.4

Responsivity is directly related to the TCR since higher TCR results in a wider
range of resistance change, and for the same amount of temperature variation larger V S
output can be measured. This relation can be clearly seen by writing the VS in terms of
resistivity.
1
1.5
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Here the term next to the bias current (I) is the resistivity which is given in the
temperature dependent form. TCR equation is derived from the temperature derivative of
the resistivity.
Noise equivalent power (NEP) and detectivity (D) are two of the parameters for
comparing the performance of IR detectors. NEP is the power goes into the detector that
is just enough to create an output signal equal to the root mean square (RMS) noise
output (VN) which gives signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 1. Detectivity is the inverse of the
NEP. A normalized form of detectivity is called D * (D-star), and it is obtained by
normalizing the detectivity by the detector area (A) and frequency bandwidth (Δf).
1
1.6

1
1.7

Finally, noise equivalent temperature difference (NEDT) is the minimum
temperature difference of two side-by-side objects required to produce and output signal
which is equal to RMS noise output, and gives a SNR of 1 [5,6].

1.3. Common Microbolometer Materials
Thermally sensitive material of a microbolometer needs to have certain
characteristics which satisfy the general requirements of TCR, resistivity and 1/f noise
[7]. Couple of materials was found to be qualified for being used in microbolometers, and
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the most widespread studied ones are vanadium oxide and amorphous silicon (a-Si)
[5,12-14,21,23,26]. As an alternative to a-Si, alloys of Ge and a-Si were also studied, and
they were found to be good candidates for uncooled microbolometers [27]. Amorphous
Ge was also used and characterized for room temperature microbolometers [28].

1.3.1 Amorphous Silicon (a-Si)
Amorphous silicon (a-Si) has been used in microbolometers for over 25 years
thanks to its enabling properties and compatibility to well established and developed Si
micro processing technology which made the processing of a-Si bolometers commonly
available [5,7]. A-Si is generally deposited using either plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) or sputtering techniques [29,30]. There are many examples of
microbolometers made using a-Si as thermally sensitive layer [13,15,16,31,32]. One of
the important factors in developing microbolometers is the size of the each pixel as it is a
limiting factor for the size and cost of the detector [7]. Pixel size of the a-Si
microbolometers is being reduced by continuous efforts of IR detector manufacturers so
that 25 and 17 micron pixels have been developed with comparable performances [9,13].
NETD for such detectors were found to be below 40 mK [13]. This widespread study of
a-Si revealed that it is a reliable material for IR detection, and its properties can be altered
by introducing doping into the films [33]. Even though high TCR values were reported
for such a-Si films e.g. -3%/K, these films suffered from high resistivity (100-300 kΩ)
and high 1/f noise values [33,34]. TCR vs. resistivity values for a-Si were given in Figure
1-2. Since there is a clear relationship between TCR and resistivity, it is not possible to
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reduce the resistivity and keep the TCR the same. Therefore high noise associated with
high resistivity is a challenge for microbolometers made with a-Si.

Figure 1-2 TCR and resistivity data of a-Si, retrieved from [14].

1.3.2 Vanadium Oxide (VOX)
Vanadium Oxide (VOX) became a very common microbolometer material after
Honeywell Inc. developed and fabricated uncooled microbolometers using VO X as
thermally sensitive material in their patented pixel design [8,11,35]. Honeywell also talks
about the processing of the VOX films in their patent but it is limited and not well
explained. However there are several detailed studies about the deposition conditions, insitu and ex-situ processing, electrical properties, and microstructure of VO X films for
microbolometers [20,21,24,25,36-39].
VOX films used in uncooled microbolometers usually have an x value around 1.8
which gives very reasonable TCR (-2%/K – -4%/K), resistivity (0.025 – 10 Ohm.cm),
and 1/f noise values [38]. As it is seen in the TCR vs. resistivity data of R. A. Wood in
Figure 1-3, there is an exponential relationship between TCR and resistivity of VO X films
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[40]. Wood’s data is considered to be a reference point for TCR and resistivity values for
VOX films since his results shows exceptional TCR and resistivity behavior.

Figure 1-3 TCR and resistivity data for VOX films, retrieved from [40].

Vanadium is a transition metal with an [Ar] 3d 3 4s2 electron configuration, and it
forms a wide range of oxides with oxygen due to its multi valance states which are +2,
+3, +4, and +5 [41]. Vanadium oxide species show transitions from one oxide to another
with a small change in the oxygen content, and this makes the VOX species unstable and
difficult to reproduce with an exact x value [42]. Change in x and resulted vanadium
oxide species are shown in Figure 1-4. Vanadium is one of the metals that form oxides
with the formula shown in equation 1.8, which are called Magneli phases [43]. Magneli
phases of vanadium oxide occur between V2O3 and VO2.

11
1
1.8

Figure 1-4 Vanadium-oxygen system phase diagram, retrieved from [42].

Many of the vanadium oxide species show a metal to insulator transition (MIT) at a
temperature specific to each oxide [44]. This MIT behavior could affect the performance
of the microbolometer due to the hysteresis and large resistivity rise associated with the
transition [38]. However if the transition temperature of the oxide species is not in the
range of operation temperature of the microbolometer, these vanadium oxide species can
be used in the detectors. As mentioned earlier for microbolometer applications ideal x
value in VOX films is around 1.8, and it is very difficult to obtain reproducible the same
oxide species owing to the unstable nature of vanadium oxides. Therefore controlling the
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stoichiometry of the vanadium oxide films is very important for the performance of the
detector. These transitions which could be a potential problem for the microbolometer
occur along with a structural change of the lattice of the crystal. VO 2 has a MIT with a
structural change of the crystal which is a high temperature rutile structure to low
temperature monoclinic structure transition occurring at 67 C° [44]. Even though MIT
temperature of VOX species such as VO2 is in the temperature range of operation, it was
shown that they have promising characteristics for microbolometer applications [45,46].
There are two common methods for producing VOX films. They are Ion beam
deposition and magnetron sputtering techniques, and generally film growth with these
techniques is done under reactive sputtering conditions where growth happens in the
argon and oxygen atmosphere [20,36,47-49]. Ion beam deposition (IBD) technique has
been predominantly used by the industry for making VO X films used in their
microbolometers partially because Honeywell used IBD in their patent, and properties of
the films made by IBD were satisfactory to convince others [8,11,49].
Wang et al produced VOX films with a thickness of 1000 Å by IBD which had TCR
and sheet resistivity values of -2.5%/K and 32 kOhm/square, respectively [48]. They also
produced a 32x32 microbolometer array, and demonstrated that VO X films they made
were suitable for the microbolometer applications. Another group obtained films with
similar qualities by IBD, and they performed a post annealing process at 400 °C in Ar
ambient [49,50]. However their attempt to improve the film performance through
lowering resistivity by annealing did not yield good results due to nonlinear resistivity
versus temperature behavior of the deoxidized films [49]. They also tested as deposited
films in a 128 pixel microbolometer array, and obtained lower performance than
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Honeywell’s microbolometers [51]. In another study, different annealing conditions were
applied to IBD grown vanadium oxide films, and promising electrical characteristics
were claimed to be observed for polycrystalline VO2 films [47]. In general, electrical and
structural properties of as deposited VOX films grown by IBD were suggested to be
strongly related to the oxygen partial pressure in the deposition chamber, and the energy
of ions used in the process [52].
Magnetron sputtering technique has been used to produce VOX films by few
researchers [20,23,36,38,46,53]. In this method, deposition of VO X films is done by the
reactive sputtering in Ar and O2 atmosphere using a metallic vanadium target. Since film
growth is done by reactive sputtering, the phenomenon called target poisoning could
happen during the process [38]. Target poisoning occurs when an insulating layer of
oxide forms on the surface of the metallic target so deposition rate drops dramatically. In
order to prevent this problem a pulsed DC sputtering condition is used which is done by
alternating the target between positive and negative bias. This way, surface charge
gathered on the target can have enough time to be dissipated and preventing target
poisoning. Another way to prevent target poisoning is using RF sputtering condition
where the sign of anode and cathode bias are alternated very fast. RF sputtering is used
for insulating targets, and can be used for reactive sputtering of VO X but sputtering yield
will be lower than pulsed DC condition because in pulsed DC target stays as cathode
longer, and attracts more ions. Even though pulse DC condition is widely used, Lv et al
claims that using a facing targets configuration in the deposition chamber, they produced
high TCR VOX films using DC reactive sputtering [37]. Their TCR and resistivity values
are not consistent with the majority of literature. Han et al studied a sandwich structure of
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RF sputtered V2O5/V/V2O5 for uncooled microbolometer application, and they found
TCR and resistivity values of -2%/K and less than 0.1 Ohm.cm, respectively [54]. They
annealed the structure to form a mix phase VO X between two V2O5 layers. Miyazaki and
Yasui applied a varying substrate bias in order to improve the properties of their VO X
films [55]. In their study, substrate temperature was 400 °C during the film growth. They
concluded that by increasing the bias the valance of V decreased along with the change in
the electrical properties of the films.
A multidisciplinary university research initiative (MURI) was established at Penn
State by the support of Army Research office in order to investigate the microbolometer
materials for uncooled IR detectors. In the scope of the MURI an extensive research has
been conducted on the different aspects of VO X films for the past four and a half years
[20-23,25,26,38,56]. Fieldhouse et al deposited VOX thin films by reactive pulsed DC
sputtering, and got TCR and resistivity values comparable to IBD grown films [20].
Electrical properties of the films were found to be dependent on the Ar to O 2 ratio and
substrate temperature during the film growth. They also showed that films processed
under 300 °C show a columnar microstructure and films deposited at high oxygen ratio
were found to be amorphous by glancing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) [21].
Gauntt et al studied the effects of deposition conditions on the microstructure and
stoichiometry of the pulsed DC sputtered VOX films [23]. They observed that electrical
behavior of the films changes along with the transition from nanocrystalline to
amorphous structure of the films for a set deposition conditions. Their cross-sectional
TEM results showed that VOX films grown by reactive pulsed DC sputtering consisted of
nanocrystalline grains in an amorphous matrix. Li et al also studied structural properties
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of pulsed DC sputtered and IBD VOX films finding that micro twin formation with subnanometer-scale spacing occurs for both of the VOX films [57]. Venkatasubramanian et al
studied the effect of ex-situ annealing of VOX films in oxygen and nitrogen
environments, and they found out that by annealing as-deposited films at temperatures
from 200 to 500 °C it was possible to improve TCR and resistivity characteristics of the
films [26]. In another study, ion implanted VOX films were annealed at 300 °C, and a
resistivity drop was observed while TCR stayed relatively the same [22]. Overall, a broad
understanding of VOX films grown by reactive pulsed DC sputtering for room
temperature uncooled microbolometers was achieved through the MURI.

4. New Opportunities: Alloying Vanadium Oxide films
Vanadium oxide appears to have right structural and electrical properties for IR
detection purposes. Some VO X species also found applications in optical switching and
electro-chromic applications [49]. Even though existing properties of vanadium oxide
were appropriate for such applications, many workers introduced impurity atoms into
VOX films in order to improve their properties [58-62]. Jorgenson and Lee added
tungsten and niobium into VO2 films for optical switching, and they obtained increased
switching behavior for W incorporated V0.98W0.02O2 films [62]. Molybdenum was also
shown to have an improving effect on the reflectance and transition temperature of the
VO2 films [63].
Very few studies were found regarding alloying VOX films for microbolometer
applications [59,64,65]. In these studies, tungsten chips were placed on top of vanadium
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target, and RF sputtering performed to get V-W alloy. After the film growth V-W alloys
were annealed at 300 °C in oxygen in order to form the oxides of the alloys. TCR values
over -3%/K with resistance values below 100kOhm were reported for W concentrations
of less than 10 at. % [65]. They also fabricated a bolometer with a size of 70 μm x70 μm
for testing the detector parameters, and their device performance was not as good as the
ones from industry owing to high noise and moderate thermal conductance. In a more
recent study they explained the improve TCR behavior of W added VO X films [59].
According to this work, when W added V oxidizes, V+4 state is favored, and at specific
amounts, W helps to improve the thermally activated hopping process.
VOX films were studied by many workers for its appropriate properties for
microbolometers. There is a quite broad literature of reactively sputtered IBD and pulsed
DC deposited vanadium oxide films partially thanks to the MURI in which a broad multi
dimensional research was conducted on pulsed DC sputtered VO X films. In order to
broaden our understanding of the mechanism that gives rise to good TCR and resistivity
trends, alloying of vanadium oxide films was performed in this thesis. It is proposed that
adding increasing amounts of selected materials will alter the structural and electrical
properties of VOX films resulting in a different TCR and resistivity behavior than
conventional vanadium oxide films. For this study, primarily transition metals around V
(Nb, Cr, Ti, Mo, and Zr) were selected. Electrical and structural properties of the alloyed
vanadium oxide films were studied and compared to non-alloyed VOX films.

CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. Thin Film Deposition
All the samples in this thesis were fabricated using a Kurt J. Lesker CMS-18
magnetron sputtering instrument. This sputtering tool has a load-lock vacuum chamber
pumped using a turbo pump which provides base pressures of low 10 -7 Torr. The system
accommodates three 3-inch-sputtering targets, two of which runs with RF and the third
one runs with DC power sources. Substrate stage has rotation, biasing and heating
capabilities. Three targets sit on the bottom of the process chamber facing upwards
through the substrate holder with an 8 inches distance between targets and substrate.
Vanadium target (99.99 %) was used with pulsed DC source which was always mounted
to gun 2 in the system. All other materials which were used to alloyed vanadium oxide
were run with RF power sources. All the films were fabricated in Ar and O2 mixture by
reactive sputtering.
Sputtering is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique. In this method, a plasma
is generated by using an ionized inert gas usually Ar, and biasing the target with respect
to ground. When ions of the inert gas impinge to the target, atoms and/or clusters of
atoms released into the plasma. By placing the substrate in an appropriate position,
deposition of the material in the plasma is achieved, and forms a thin film of the target
material on the surface of the substrate. Deposition rate depends on the sputtering yield of
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the target material which changes from metal to metal. When a thin film is formed with
additional reaction of the sputtered material, this process is called reactive sputtering. In
the reactive sputtering of vanadium in Ar and O2, a thin layer of oxide could form on the
target causing charge build up, which is called target poisoning, in the case of DC
sputtering. In order to prevent that happing, a pulsed DC wave form was used during the
growth of the films. Since other two targets were running with RF wave form, target
poisoning was not a concern for the targets of the materials used in alloying. Three
different wave forms that are used in sputtering process are shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 DC, RF, and Pulsed DC waves used in magnetron sputtering
technique.

Oxygen is provided to the system by a gas ring placed close to the substrate as
shown in the schematic of the instrument in Figure 2-2. Since gas ring has one inlet and
small pinholes to deliver oxygen to the chamber, an inhomogeneous oxygen distribution
occurs which could cause nonuniform film formation. However, rotation of the substrate
with a reasonable speed provides fairly uniform composition and thickness for the films.
For all the films produced, an RF substrate bias of 25 watts was applied. Better quality
films were aimed by using the substrate bias which is believed to provide less porosity,
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and denser films. Ar flow was provided using a mass flow controller (100 sccm
maximum flow rate), and Ar was sent to each gun individually by dedicated lines
separated after mass flow controller. Oxygen flow rate that goes into system was
determined by another mass flow controller (20 sccm maximum flow rate) which was
proportioned to mass flow controller for the argon. Base pressure of the reactor during
the sputtering was set to 5 mTorr. O2 flow used for most of the depositions was 7.5 % of
Ar flow rate which resulted in a total flow rate of 18-20 sccm. Ar flow rate was
determined by the base pressure during the sputtering and also by the position of the
throttle valve that can be adjusted manually.

Figure 2-2 Top view of the schematic representation of the Kurt J. Lesker
sputtering tool used in the making of the films.

Alloying the vanadium oxide films was achieved by co-sputtering of V and the
material of interest. By adjusting the power applied to target chosen for alloying,
different concentrations were obtained. It was possible to use different sizes and shapes
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of substrates up to 6 inches of diameter in the system. For this thesis, mostly 6 inch
silicon wafers with a 50 nm thick silicon nitride layer grown by low pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD) were used in order to perform electrical measurement on the
films without getting any significant signal from the silicon wafer. Sample loading was
done through the load lock permitting rapid pumping to 10 -6 Torr vacuum levels for the
transfer, and substrates were transferred to process chamber by a loading arm after
opening the gate valve between load-lock and process chamber.

Figure 2-3 Cross-section view of the sputtering instrument shows the position of
oxygen inlet system.
Before growing the films, a seasoning run was performed with the similar
conditions that were used for actual runs. Since oxygen partial pressure is very important
for reactive sputtering, coating the inside of the chamber with vanadium oxide assured
reproducible film compositions for different set of runs. Before each run a 5 minutes presputtering was performed to assure each deposition was done with a fresh target surface
free of any residual oxide layer.

2.2 Thickness Determination

Knowing the thickness of the sputtered films is crucial to determine the resistivities
of the samples. Another reason to have this information is that vanadium oxide layers
used in microbolometers typically have a thickness around 1000 Å, so for consistency the
same thicknesses were aimed for each run. Two methods were used to determine the
thickness of the films: profilometer and ellipsometry.
Profilometer used for thickness and deposition rate calculations was a Tencor
Alpha-step 500 surface profilometer. A small wafer piece with a kapton tape on it was
used as a witness with some of the wafers. After the film growth, kapton taped was
carefully removed, and height of the resulted step was measured using a 500 micron scan
across the step. Measurements were repeated for different spots and an average was used.
Ellipsometry is a nondestructive optical characterization method which is used to
measure the thickness of thin films of single layer or multilayer structures. As sample
requirements, fairly smooth surfaces with a reflective substrate are needed. A J.A.
Woollam Co. RC2 multi channel spectroscopic ellipsometer with dual rotating
compensator was used for the measurements. After measurements were performed the
raw data was fitted to a model that takes into account various layers shown in Figure 2-4.
The same instrument was used to characterize nickel manganite microbolometer
materials using the similar model in the literature [66].
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Figure 2-4 The Cartoon of the layer structure that represents the general
sample cross sections.

2.3 TCR and Resistivity Measurements
Electrical properties of a microbolometer material are very important from the
standpoint of IR detection and power consumption of the detector. As mentioned earlier,
higher TCR means a larger resistance change due to a small increase in the temperature.
Resistivity is also strongly related to 1/f noise that causes interference with the voltage
reading across the sensitive layer. Therefore having a pretty accurate measurement of the
TCR and resistivity of VO X film is critical for the microbolometer performance. TCR
measurements were performed in two different systems. One of the systems was a 4D
Automated Four Point Probe Meter Model 280C with a modified sample stage in order to
add heating of the substrates. This system can measure wafers from 2 inches up to 6
inches automatically, and can measure variable number of spots per wafer in circular or
user defined quadrilateral shapes within the wafer. The four point probe system can
measure up to 800kOhm/square sheet resistance. Other system is called TCR probe
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station which is equipped with two probes which can be precisely moved to desired spots,
Hewlett Packard 4140B pa Meter/Dc Voltage Source connected to a PC for data
collection, and a heating stage that can be programmed through the measurement
interface.
For two probe measurements Cr/Au or Ti/Pt electrodes approximately 6 mm long
with varying spacing were deposited on top of the films using a shadow mask. An
example of the electrodes is shown in Figure 2-6. For the probes of the station, American
probe and technologies model 72S-D3 tips with 1 μm radius were used. Generally, using
the closest two electrodes I-V curves were plotted for a voltage interval of -1 to 1 Volts
with 0.2 V steps. Linear behavior of an example I-V curve is shown in Figure 2-5. These
I-V curves were collected at 5 to 8 different temperatures, and using the activation energy
method TCR values of the films were obtained. A sample measurement of the VO X film
is shown in Figure 2-5. The plot shown in the figure constructed using natural logarithm
of resistance values obtained from the I-V plots and 1/kT values where k is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is the temperature at which each I-V curve collected. Slope of the curve in
the Figure 2-5-b gives the activation energy (Ea), and TCR value is obtained using the
equation 1.2.

In this equation, T in the denominator is the temperature at which the data
collection is done which is generally room temperature.
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Figure 2-5 In a) linear behavior of I-V curve is shown. In b) a sample
activation energy calculation is shown where each y value for the data points is the
natural logarithm of the resistance measured at each temperature, and
corresponding x value is 1/kT where T is the temperature at which measurement is
done.
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Figure 2-6 An example of Cr/Au electrode series sputtered using the shadow
mask. Length of the electrodes is approximately 6 mm.

Using the same pattern, resistance of the films were calculated especially one with
resistivities higher than the upper limit of 4 point probe instrument. For high resistivity
films, resistance was measured using I-V curves, and using thickness of the film, length
and spacing between the electrodes, resistivity was obtained. Since two-probe method
was used for these measurements, contact resistance also included in the resistance
values. However contact resistance was much smaller compared to resistance of the
films. Therefore it did not affect the calculations significantly. For TCR measurements,
there was no effect of contact resistance since TCR is calculated through the slopes of the
collected resistance values.
4-point-probe (4PP) instrument with heating stage was also used in TCR
calculations due to its capability of measuring multiple points in one measurement. 4PP
instrument measures sheet resistance of the films and these values are converted to the
resistivities using the film thickness. Samples were resistivity mapped at 4-5 different
temperatures, and using the similar method shown before, TCR values were obtained.
Usually 45 points mapped in a circular pattern for each 6 inch wafer. Resistivity values
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for most of the samples were measured using the 4PP even for samples of which TCR
values were measured in 2-probe station.

2.4 Glancing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD)
X-Ray diffraction technique in glancing incidence geometry was used for structural
analysis of the films. In this geometry incidence beam is kept at a fix relatively shallow
angle, and detector angle was scanned over a range of 2θ angles. In this study incidence
angle was 1°, and 2θ angle was scanned from 20° to 70°. A schematic of the GIXRD
geometry is shown in Figure 2-7. This geometry is used for thin films with poor
crystallinity in order to prevent large substrate peaks, and probe the films better by
accommodating more x-rays within the film.

Figure 2-7 Schematic of the GIXRD configuration used in this study.
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A PANAnalytical Pro X’Pert MPD instrument with Cu-Kα1 x-ray source was used
to collect the XRD data. Raw data was analyzed using the software JADE 9 from MDI.
For some of the samples, lattice parameters were determined as well using the same
software.

2.5 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is commonly used to analyze chemical structure and physical
form of the materials. In this technique, a laser is shined on the surface, and molecular
modes are created due to the interaction of photons with the bonds between atoms and
molecules. Resulted spectrum is analyzed which is a fingerprint for each molecule. In
order to get signal from a species, it must be Raman active which is determined by point
groups. Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process as opposed to elastic Rayleigh
scattering which is very intensive compared to Raman signal. Today’s Raman
instruments can provide good Raman spectra thanks to improved lasers, and Raman
optics [67].
In this work, a Renishaw

inVia Raman Microscope (Renishaw Inc.,

Gloucestershire, UK) with backscattering geometry was used to collect Raman spectra. A
HeNe (632.5 nm) laser was used as excitation source with a power around 5 mW. A 100x
microscope objective lens was used to collect all the data which had a numerical aperture
of 0.9. Since all the films deposited on Si wafers, reference spectrum of Si was collected
and subtracted from all the spectra.
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2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a very powerful analysis method by
which structural and compositional information of thin films can be obtained. In this
method, a focused beam of electrons pass through the sample, and diffraction patterns or
images are formed by detecting these electrons. For TEM analysis, samples should be as
thin as possible (ideally 100 nm or less is appropriate). Sample preparation for the
analysis is a very time consuming process so TEM was performed only on one of the
alloyed vanadium oxide films.
A JEOL 2010F (200 kV) field emission TEM microscope was used which was
equipped with an X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system and Gatan Enfina
electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS), as well as scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) system.

For the cross-sectional TEM analysis, a mechanical

polishing was performed which resulted in a 20-30 μm thickness then ion milling was
done at low temperature to perforation.

2.7 Compositional Analysis
After allying the vanadium oxide films, it is important to determine the
concentration of the materials mixed in VO X films. For compositional analysis
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) were used. In RBS, a beam of energetic ions in this case He+2 ions bombard the
surface of the film probing up to 2 μm depth. For RBS analysis, samples were sent out to
Rutgers University as Penn State does not have the facility. Raw data was fitted using the
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software SIMNRA, and compositions were determined from the analysis of the fitted
curves [68].
XPS measurements were done using a Kratos Axis Ultra spectrometer using a
monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray source running at 280 W. Maximum information depth for
the XPS was up to 10 nm which makes the technique very surface selective. In XPS, an
X-ray beam with known energy is shined on the surface of the sample ejecting electrons
from the surface through the absorption of photons in the material. These electrons are
called photoelectrons, and by analyzing their kinetic energy, atomic species presented in
the sample are determined along with their concentrations. XPS data was analyzed using
the software called CASA, and level of alloying was determined for each sample by
analyzing the area under the XPS curves.

CHAPTER 3
ALLOYING VANADIUM OXIDE FILMS

3.1. Pulsed DC Sputtered Vanadium Oxide Films

Vanadium oxide films without introducing any alloying were produced using the
Kurt J. Lesker magnetron sputtering system with pulsed DC target power. An RF
substrate bias of 25 W was applied for all the samples. Oxygen ratio was 7.5 %, and it led
to a 1.3 sccm flow rate due to the Ar flow rate around 18 sccm. For testing
reproducibility, VOX depositions on different days with the same set of conditions were
performed, and repeatedly very similar structural and electrical properties were obtained
for all the VOX films. Since oxygen inlet system in the chamber causes an
inhomogeneous oxygen distribution, unrotated VOX films were produced to obtained
films with varying levels of oxidation which was resulted in a range of resistivity and
TCR values for the same film. The data obtained from these films was also used for
comparison for alloyed films.
Thickness measurements and eventually deposition rate determination were
performed for the samples. For rotated VOX films profilometer was used to perform the
measurement on a “witness” wafer piece on a step created between the sputtered film and
the substrate. Thickness by this method found to be between 900 and 1100 Å for different
number of measurements for rotated VOX samples sputtered for 900 seconds.
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Ellipsometry measurement on the same samples gave thickness values ranging from 950
to 1040 Å. Ellipsometry is a more accurate technique compared to profilometer so values
from ellipsometry were considered to be right as they also fall in the range of
profilometer results. Ellipsometry measurements were done on different spots on center
and edge of the 6 inch wafers, so this thickness variation shows that there is a slight
thickness nonuniformity even for rotated VOX samples. For unrotated VOX samples,
ellipsometry yielded a thickness variation from 887 to 1072 Å. Apparently thickness
nonuniformity for unrotated samples is higher compared to rotated samples.

3.1.1 Structural Properties

As main method for structural analysis, glancing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD) technique was used with an incidence angle of 1° and 2θ range of 20°-70°.
Scans were performed with 0.1° steps at 5 seconds collection time on each step. Baseline
correction was performed for all the spectra. The films were found poorly crystalline as it
was evidence from the broad and weak peaks that correspond to face centered cubic
(FCC) vanadium oxide peaks. GIXRD spectra of VOX films along with peak indices are
shown in Figure 3-1. High intensity peaks appear around 55° 2θ angle are due to (311)
type reflections from the Si substrate which change intensity, and shift position
depending on the sample orientation. Three weak reflections emerged in the XRD spectra
of pulsed DC sputtered VOX films which are located around 36°, 43°, and 63° 2θ angles.
These reflections correspond to (111), (200), and (220) planes, respectively which were
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determined from the data base using Jade V.9 software. Matched reflections are shown in
Figure 3-1-a which belong to VO1.15 phase.

Figure 3-1 . a) Matched reflection from the data base. b) GIXRD Data for
vanadium oxide films produced with pulsed DC sputtering with a substrate bias.

Appearance of very weak and broad peaks indicates very poor crystallinity of the films
with mostly in amorphous nature. In the work done within the MURI, it was found that
VOX films grown with pulsed DC magnetron sputtering have nanocrystalline FCC grains
in an amorphous matrix. The films made in this thesis resemble similar structural
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properties. XRD results of different VOX films produced with the same experimental
conditions on different days show that films have the same structural properties which
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Figure 3-2 Raman Spectra of VOX films grown with the same conditions are
showing similar features.

Raman spectroscopy also provides some structural information about the vanadium
oxide films. Raman data was collected using a HeNe laser (632.5 nm) with a power of ~5
mW. Bare Si spectrum was collected for each set of measurements, and used to subtract
the features due to the substrate. Vanadium oxide shows distinct RAMAN features for the
powders of VO2, V2O3, V2O5 phases but in thin film form in amorphous nature, features
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are broad and weak. Nevertheless, useful information about VOX films can be obtained
from RAMAN spectroscopy [69].
There are three noticeable features in the Raman spectra of vanadium oxide films.
A low frequency mode emerges between 200 and 300 cm-1 which is probably due to V-O
bending mode [26]. This low frequency peaks suggests the presence of defective FCC
nanocrystalline domains when it appears at a low frequency as it happens in Figure 3-2.
Existence of nanocrystalline domains was also evident from the XRD results. When
position of this feature shifts to higher wave numbers (cm-1), it suggests that the film is
more amorphous. Another feature appears at around 890 cm-1 which is likely due to V-O
stretching mode. This mode shows the presence of V+4 double bounded to oxygen
(V+4=O). Finally, third feature which shows up in the spectra at 690 cm-1 which could not
be assigned to any know feature. However this feature in crystalline V 2O5 films is due to
double coordinated oxygen (V-O-V) stretching mode which is corner shared [69]. This
third feature generally did not appear in the unbiased pulsed DC sputtered films [26].
Both Raman and XRD results suggest that VOX films grown with substrate bias with
pulse DC sputtering have nanocrystalline FCC grains in amorphous matrix.

3.1.2 TCR and Resistivity
Resistivity mapping was done for each wafer after the deposition in order to get an
idea about the basic electrical property of the films. It was observed that small variations
occurred in resistivity values of the films due to the fluctuations in oxygen flow rate from
run to run. Oxygen flow rate was controlled with a 20 sccm mass flow controller (MFC),
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and since this MFC was proportioned to Ar flow which depends on the position of the
throttle valve, slightly less resistive films or vice versa could occur due to content of Ar +
O2 mixture in the chamber. Resistivity mapping of unrotated samples resulted in a range
of resistivity values, and in order to extend the TCR versus resistivity curve for VO X
films higher oxygen rates were used such as 9 and 10 %. Rotated samples showed
resistivity values from 0.3-0.5 ohm-cm. Resistivity mapped unrotated and rotated VOX
samples are shown in Figure 3-3-a and Figure 3-3-b, respectively. Resistivity variation on
the unrotated sample depends on the position of the V target as well as the position of the
turbo pump in the deposition chamber. For rotated sample still there is a resistivity
distribution but it is radial and not as high as unrotated sample. Standard deviation of the
resistivity for the rotated sample is 0.018 where it is 0.086 for unrotated sample. As it is
seen from the Figure 3-3, sampling higher number of spots produced better statistics, but
for TCR mapping only 45 points used since temperature stabilization becomes an issue
for higher number of points.
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Figure 3-3 Resistivity mapping of a) unrotated and b) rotated the VO X
samples. Unrotated sample was mapped with 45 points, and rotated sample was
mapped with 289 points. Wafers are 6 inch in diameter which gives around 65 mm
radius as shown in the x and y axis.
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TCR calculations with 4 point probe station were done by resistivity mapping the
same sample at four or five different temperatures. Calculations were conducted as
explain earlier. Distribution of TCR values along the wafer shows a similar radial
variation to resistivity values which shows the relation between TCR and resistivity
properties of the VOX films. TCR mapping of the one of the unrotated VOX samples is
shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 TCR mapping of unrotated VOX sample shows a variation similar
to resistivity values of the same sample.

When TCR and resistivity values for unrotated samples were plotted together in
Figure 3-5, the relation between TCR and resistivity was seen clearly. R. A. Wood’s data
was also added in the plot to make a comparison between two data sets. As it is seen from
the plot, two data sets follow each other up until 0.1-0.2 Ohm-cm but then two curves
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diverge. Apparently, both of the data sets show a larger scatter in TCR values above 0.10.2 Ohm-cm.

Figure 3-5 TCR and resistivity values of unrotated VOX films are plotted
with the VOX data of R.A. Wood [40].

TCR values for different vanadium oxide samples were also measured using twoprobe method on the top contacts of Ti/Pt or Cr/Au which were sputtered using the
shadow mask. TCR values of 7 different VOX samples measured with the same method is
shown in Figure 3-6. As compared to 4 point probe method TCR values obtained with
two-probe method were slightly smaller. However, TCR and resistivity values of all the
samples fall in a tight area in the plot showing the consistency of the different runs
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performed over 3 weeks period. From all the TCR and resistivity plots so far, it is
observed that more resistive films gives higher TCR values where higher resistivity is
also associated with more amorphous films.

Figure 3-6 TCR values obtained using the top contact measurements for
different VOX samples.

3.2. Alloying VOX films with Transition Metal Oxides of Ti, Zr, Nb, Mo, and Cr
Ti, Zr, Nb, Mo, and Cr are located right around V in periodic table. These transition
metals selected due to their similar properties to V metal such as ionic radius and
electronic configuration. Except Zr, which has an oxidation state of +4, other metals have
multiple oxidation states like V. Most common and stable oxidation states of Ti, Zr, Nb,
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Mo, and Cr are +4, +4, +5, +6, and +3, respectively. Ionic radii of these metals along
with V are shown in table 3.1. With small variations in ionic radii, they are comparable to
V for the same oxidation states. Rare or un-existing states are not shown in the table.

Table 3-1 Ionic radii of the transition metals used in the alloying of VOX
[41].

Alloying process was performed in a reactive sputtering environment, so all the
transition metals were in the oxide forms during the film formation. From this point of
view the process can be regarded as mixing the transition metal oxides with vanadium
oxide. Several results could be anticipated from the process one of which could be that V
will tend to have a certain oxidation state depending on the oxidation states of the oxides.
Another outcome could be the replacement of certain V oxidation states with the right
valance of the transition metal oxide. In either case composition of the VO X films will be
different than those without alloying.
As alloying concentrations, approximately 1, 5, 10, and 20 % transition metals were
aimed. By adjusting the target power, different levels of alloying was achieved. XPS and
RBS measurements were used to determine the actual concentrations. Concentration of a
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particular metal means its ratio to V in the vanadium oxide film. The list of sputtering
conditions and resulted concentrations for Nb alloying are shown in table 2. For other
metals, applied power amounts and corresponding concentrations measured are listed in
the appendix. Nb was sputtered with RF power while V target was run with pulsed DC
power. After doing a set of runs and determining the metal concentrations, some
additional runs were made to get lower concentrations of transitional metals in VO X
alloys.
Table 3-2 Sputtering conditions and measured concentrations for Nb alloying

3.2.1 Structural Properties

Niobium
Nb was the first metal used in the alloying process. After sputtering a series of films
with increasing amounts of Nb in VO X films, GIXRD was performed, and results are
shown in Figure 3-7. As it is seen from the data, up until ~9 % Nb, peak positions and
intensities are very similar to those of VOX without Nb. At ~9% Nb, (111) peak of FCC
VO along with other two very broad features starts shifting to lower 2θ angles. This shift
can be interpreted as an increase in the lattice parameters of vanadium oxide nanocrystals
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if there is no stress in the films. Since ionic radii of Nb ions are larger than those of V,
first assumption is likely to be correct. Over 9% Nb, intensity of the three reflections
(111), (200), and (222) increases along with more shifting through lower angles. Average
lattice parameters for 17% Nb, 26% Nb, and VO X without Nb samples were calculated
from the XRD data using the equation 3.1. Lattice parameters were found to be 4.25 Å,
4.27 Å, and 4.22 Å for 17%, 26% and 0% Nb alloyed VOX films, respectively.
3
3.1

Here, dhkl is the spacing between the (hkl) planes which is determined using the Brag’s
law, and h, k, and l are the Miller indices of the crystallographic planes. This equation
works for cubic systems such as FCC.
Even with 26% Nb, VOX still grows in the same structure of FCC VO, and since
there are very distinct sharp peaks at this concentration, it is likely that Nb forms a solid
solution in VOX. The film with 100 % Nb creates a large peak which could be due to
combinations of multiple reflections implying that GIXRD could not resolve these peaks.
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Figure 3-7 GIXRD spectra of Nb alloyed VOX films. With increasing amount
of Nb, intensities of the reflections increase associated with a shift in peak positions
to lower 2θ angles.

Figure 3-8 Raman spectra of Nb alloyed VOX films. Nb concentrations above
9% causes an increase in the low frequency feature which indicates high
concentrations of Nb create more nanocrystalline films.
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Raman spectra in Figure 3-8 show that less than 9% Nb in VO X did not change the
structure of the films much but starting from 9% Nb features around 890 cm-1 disappear
which could suggest that V=O mode is going away. This might be due to the decrease in
the amount of V+4 or some other effect that arises from the incorporation of larger Nb
ions in the VOX. Low frequency feature also becomes more distinct with increasing Nb
concentration which is suggesting that more crystalline films are forming which is also in
agreement with GIXRD data.
TEM only performed on ~17% Nb alloyed VOX sample as TEM along with sample
preparation is a very time consuming and difficult. Cross-section TEM images of this
sample is shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9 Cross-section TEM images of ~17% Nb alloyed VOX film. In a)
and b) layer structure is shown, and in c) and d) higher magnification images are
shown from two different areas. Columnar nanostructures of the film are seen from
the images.

From the Figure 3-9, it is seen that ~17% Nb included VOX layer has a thickness
around 92-94 nm, and SiN layer below the film is around 50 nm as it was expected.
These TEM images give some idea about the microstructure of the film where in c and d
columnar nanostructures are noticeable. TEM cross-section dark field (DF) images show
these structures more clearly which are shown in Figure 3-10. DF images are formed by
selecting one of the diffracted spots rather than direct beam using an aperture. It was
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found that even with ~17% Nb, VOX forms the columnar micro-twinned nanostructures
which were observed by other MURI members for VOX films [23,57].

Figure 3-10 a and b) Dark field (DF) images of 17 % Nb, c) selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the 17% Nb added VOX, and d) DF image of
non-alloyed VOx sample [70] are shown.

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern shown in Figure 3-10-c reveals
that the film has an FCC rocksalt nanocrystalline structure along with amorphous phase.
The broadening of (200) reflection along with rod like features is believed to be caused
by the microtwins. These three reflections of (111), (200), and (220) planes were also
observed from the GIXRD patterns for 17 % Nb added sample. A more detail analysis of
the micro-twin structures are shown in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3-11 A more detail analysis of the microtwins from different regions
of the film. A, and B shows sub-nm twin spacing, and red arrows show 1-3 nm twin
spacing.
In Figure 3-11, DF images from different spots show the micro-twin nanostructures.
These columnar structures have ~10 nm diameter in average, and twin spacing in some
of the structures is sub-nm which is marked by A and B in the images. Red arrows show
a larger twin spacing which is around 1-3 nm. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) was performed to determine Nb concentration on the different regions of the film.
EDS was performed in TEM and scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM)
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modes. TEM mode means one spot is analyzed with approximately 5 nm spot size, and
STEM mode means an area is selected and analyzed by 2.5x2.5 nm pixels (2.5 nm step
size and 2.5 nm beam size) with 3 seconds collection time. With this pixel size, and area
of 50x110 nm corresponds to 900 pixels (900 spectra at the same time). Selected area is
shown in Figure 3-12 where Nb intensity by each pixel is also given. Nb intensity for 900
pixels show that there is no clustering of Nb in a particular area.

Figure 3-12 STEM analyzed area is shown along with the Nb intensity for
each pixel which pixel size is 2.5x2.5 nm.
It is noticed that Nb intensity is slightly higher at the top than bottom of the film
which could be due to the high noise in STEM spectra that will also show up in the error
bars in the Figure 3-14. For statistical analysis of STEM results, two rows were selected
from top and bottom as it is shown in Figure 3-12, and every other pixel was analyzed.
For TEM mode, 22 spots from random areas were measured with a 5 nm spot size, and a
30x60 nm spot size was used for average concentration over a larger area. Analysis of the
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EDS spectra for both TEM and STEM modes were done by using the K shells for V and
Nb, and ES vision software was used to analyze the results which provided Nb
concentrations without using standards. Since both K shell electrons were used for V and
Nb, it is believed that error will be smaller in the calculations. An example spectrum of
EDS analysis in TEM mode is shown in Figure 3-13.
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Figure 3-13 An EDS spectrum in TEM mode which was taken from an
amorphous region in the bottom part of the film. Calculation revealed a 14.92±0.72
at% Nb concentration.
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Figure 3-14 Nb concentrations are shown from twin (1), out of twin (2),
bottom amorphous (3), average of 5 nm spots (4), average over 30x60 nm spot (5),
STEM average of 10 spectra from top (6), and STEM average of 10 spectra from
bottom (7). Numbers were used to identify each sample set.

Nb concentration on twin, out of twin, on amorphous region, and in average was
found to be uniform and close to 15-16 % in average. STEM results shows bigger error
bars due to the high noise in the STEM EDS spectra but still bottom average
concentration from STEM data is within the top average concentration error bars. These
results show that there is no Nb clustering in any part of the film rather it formed a solid
solution.
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Chromium
GIXRD spectra of Cr alloyed VOX films are shown in Figure 3-15. As Cr
concentration is increased up to 20 % there is no significant change in the intensity and
position of the FCC VO reflections. Above 30 % Cr concentration, intensity of the
reflections increased and peak positions of the 30, 32, and 46 % alloyed films shifts
slightly to the left. It seems that 100 % Cr has an FCC CrO phase with three FCC
reflections similar to those for VOX films. Overall, XRD data suggests that there is one
phase in the films even for 46 % Cr which is supported by the existence of one set of
distinct peaks.

Figure 3-15 GIXRD spectra of Cr alloyed VOX films.
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Raman data is shown in Figure 3-16 for the same film series. From the data it is
noticed that another mode appears around 560 cm-1 starting from 30 % Cr. In addition to
the new feature, V=O mode around 890 cm-1 disappears with increasing Cr concentration.
For 100 % Cr, there is a broad feature peaked at around 640 cm-1 with a shoulder on the
left side of the peak which is very similar to the feature appeared around 560 cm -1 in Cr
alloyed VOX films. This suggests that this new features could be due to the effect of Cr in
the films. When Raman data is compared to GIXRD data it is noticed that both spectra
shows the effect of Cr at 30% Cr.

Figure 3-16 Raman spectra of Cr alloyed VOX films.
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Titanium
GIXRD data for Ti alloyed VOX films are shown in Figure 3-17. For Ti series,
increasing amount of Ti in VO X films did not show the similar effect as in the case of Nb
and Cr alloying. It seems from the data that only (111) reflection increased intensity by
higher amounts of Ti incorporation. Ti might be forcing nanocrystalline VOX to have a
preferred orientation. 100 % Ti grown at regular 7.5 % O 2 ratio was XRD amorphous as
it is seen from the yellow spectrum so oxygen ratio was reduced to 5 % and another film
produced. This lower oxygen content film seems to have an FCC TiO structure evident
from the GIXRD spectrum shown in blue.

Figure 3-17 GIXRD spectra of Ti alloyed VOX films.
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Raman spectra of Ti alloyed films are shown in Figure 3-18. It is seen that feature
around 890 cm-1 disappears as more Cr is incorporated in the films, and also another
mode around 690-700cm-1 starts growing where this feature was also found in VO X films
without alloying. 100 % Ti grown at 7.5 % oxygen did not show any Raman active
modes correspondingly the GIXRD spectrum of the same sample was amorphous. On the
other hand, the film grown at 5 % O2 ratio yielded an FCC TiO phase in XRD spectra.
Raman spectra of the 100 % Ti at 5 % O2 gives the low frequency mode which is usually
attributed to the existence of defective FCC nanocrystalline structures.

Figure 3-18 Raman spectra of Ti alloyed VOX films.
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Molybdenum
Mo alloying of VOX films yielded XRD spectra as shown in Figure 3-19. The peaks
shifted to lower angles with some intensity improvement by adding Mo in the films. 100
% Mo film resulted in a peak with shoulders and also another peak around 63°. It seems
that three peaks could not be resolved by GIXRD completely but data suggests that
resulted spectrum is likely due to MoO2 phase.

Figure 3-19 GIXRD data of Mo alloyed VOX films.

Raman spectra of the same films are shown in Figure 3-20. Raman data shows an
increase of the intensity of the low frequency mode which could indicate that films
become more nanocrystalline by addition of Mo which is in agreement with GIXRD data.
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High frequency feature did not disappear as it did for Nb, and Cr. 100 % Mo film shows a
very broad feature at the low frequency region where Mo alloying showed its effect
mostly.

Figure 3-20 Raman spectra of Mo alloyed VOX films.

Zirconium
Zr alloying of VOX seems to be not affecting the structure of the films up to 17 %
Zr concentration as seen from GIXRD data in Figure 3-21. Peak positions are shifting to
lower angles though. With 29 % Zr, it seems that FCC nanocrystalline structure of the
vanadium oxide film is not present rather a broad peak appears where 100% Zr also
creates a high intensity peak. This could imply that high enough concentration of Zr
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could change the FCC VO structure of VOX films. This broad peak looks similar to 100
% Zr peak which suggests that a new phase could be created by 29% Zr in the VO X film.

Figure 3-21 GIXRD spectra of Zr alloyed VOX films.

Raman spectra of Zr alloyed VO X are shown in Figure 3-22. Up to 10 % Zr, spectra
look similar to the one for VOX. At 17% Zr, features around 690 cm-1 and 890 cm-1
almost disappeared where low frequency feature stays similar to the one for unalloyed
sample. Since GIXRD spectrum for 17 % Zr shows the presence of FCC nanocrystalline
structure, it is once again supported that this low frequency mode can be attributed to
defective FCC structure in the film. Zr at 29 % concentration creates another mode
around 680 cm-1 which could be the similar mode appeared in the lower concentration Zr
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films or due to some other mode. In addition to that the mode around 890 cm-1 is not
present in this film.

Figure 3-22 Raman spectra of Zr alloyed VOX films.

3.2.2 TCR and Resistivity
As a general trend all the transition metals tried dropped the resistivity of VO X
films at the 7.5% oxygen ratio. The films got more nanocrystalline by increasing amounts
of alloying as observed from GIXRD data, so resistivity drop of these films could be due
to this increase in the crystallinity. Zr shows a large resistivity increase at 10 % Zr which
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is shown in Figure 3-23 using a break in resistivity axis. Cr alloying shows slower
decrease in resistivity values, and there is another increase in resistivity at 7 % Cr
concentration.

Figure 3-23 Resistivity versus concentration plot for the alloyed films.

TCR measurements performed with 2-probe method using top contacts are shown
in Figure 3-24. VOX data in the graph was measured from an unrotated sample using
pieces along the oxygen gradient. As it is seen from the data, alloying at concentrations
higher than 10 % slightly reduced the TCR performance of the films. However, even
higher concentrations of alloying gives TCR values close to those obtained for pulsed Dc
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sputtered unbiased VOX films [56]. Alloying up to 10% did not reduce the TCR values
for the samples as they appear above the VOX TCR curve in the plot.

Figure 3-24 TCR versus resistivity plot of the different levels of alloying of
VOX films all the samples were rotated, and each point measured from one wafer.

Unrotated samples from 10-17 % alloyed with some of the above transition metals
also TCR mapped using the 4 point probe measurement method. TCR values of Mo, Nb,
and Ti alloyed unrotated samples are shown in Figure 3-25. By making films without
sample rotation a range of oxygen percentage was aimed for each concentration of
alloying, and using the TCR mapping with multiple points better statistics were obtained.
17 % Nb sample had higher resistivity values then instrument can measure so only half of
the wafer could be mapped using this method. Nb alloyed sample shows TCR values with
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a different trend which looks like a jump to lower TCR values above 0.1 Ohm-cm. This
could be due to low statistics because of high resistivity of the film preventing full
mapping. Ti and Mo alloyed VOx films shows very similar TCR behavior to un-alloyed
films. Overall, it seem that low resistivity region which is approximately below 0.1 Ohmcm yields TCR values that are not scattered as much as high resistive region. Wood’s
data is also shown for comparison purpose, and it shows the similar TCR scattering at
resistivities higher than 0.1 Ohm-cm.

Figure 3-25 TCR mapping results for unrotated Nb, Ti, and Mo alloyed VOX
films along with unrotated VOx film without alloying, and R.A. Wood’s data [40].
For unrotated alloyed films, concentrations vary along the film due to different
target positions and sputtering yield of each metal.
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3.3 Conclusion
Vanadium oxide films grown by pulsed DC magnetron sputtering with a substrate
bias were found to have FCC VO nanocrystalline structures in an amorphous matrix. This
structure was evident from GIXRD and Raman results. TCR and resistivity
measurements of these films showed that VOX films grown by this technique have
appropriate microbolometer characteristics which are close to IBD grown films [48,50].
When different transition metals were introduced in VO X films with varying
concentrations, the microstructure of the films changed with some variation from one
metal to another. In general, all 5 of the metals improved the crystallinity of the films
which was also resulted in a resistivity drop. TEM analysis of Nb alloyed film showed
that ~17 % Nb dissolved in VO X film resulting in a solid solution. Nb concentration in
the different regions of the film such as on twin, out of twin, and on amorphous region
was found to be uniform without showing the existence of another phase. Furthermore
this amount of Nb did not alter the preferred structure of VO X film which has columnar
micro-twin structures.
TCR versus resistivity curves showed that less than 10% alloying gives very similar
electrical characteristics to VOX films without alloying. When TCR values for 17 % Nb,
10 % Ti, and 10 % Mo with changing oxygen content are plotted along with VO X and
R.A. Wood’s data, it was observed that at lower resistivities TCR values shows less
scattering. As resistivity values go up to 0.1 Ohm-cm a large scatter happens in the each
data set including Wood’s. Since low resistivity films were found to have better
crystallinity from e.g. GIXRD results, resistivity values could be regarded as the
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indicative of amorphous and nanocrystalline phases. From this point of view, it can be
concluded that TCR values for more nanocrystalline films fairly overlap but as the films
become more amorphous, TCR characteristics of each data set shows a large scatter along
with diverging from each other. This can be seen in the Figure 3-25 by moving from left
to right in resistivity axis. This observation could suggest that amorphous parts of the
films are more important for high TCR behavior than nanocrystalline parts, so as films
become more amorphous TCR values are affected more which results in a large scatter in
the data.

CHAPTER 4
ATOMIC LAYER DEPOSITION (ALD) OF VOX FILMS: PRELIMINARY
RESULTS

4.1. Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) Technique
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique in
which vapors of two precursors react with the surface of a substrate with an alternating
order. Each ALD cycle consists of two or more half reactions. An example ALD process
is shown in Figure 4-1 [71]. Each precursor reacts with the surface, and unreacted gas
phase species are purged away before next precursor is dosed in the reactor. Therefore
two precursors don’t react in the gas phase which separates ALD technique from
conventional CVD.
ALD has many advantages over other thin film deposition techniques [72]. Highly
conformal, pinhole free films can be grown by ALD where process is precise,
reproducible and scalable. ALD can be used to fabricate multilayer structures with
extremely good thickness control and large area uniformity. Temperature window for
most ALD reactions is from 25 °C to 300 °C which could be used for delicate substrate
to prevent temperature damage. An illustrative comparison of different film deposition
techniques is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1 An example ALD cycle which is repeated for N times for a desired
thickness, adapted from [70].

Figure 4-2 An illustration of different film deposition techniques, retrieved
from [71].
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ALD technique has been studied for Al2 O3 and ZnO thin films, and the processes
for these films were well understood [71,73,74]. Trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water
vapor which are used for Al2O3 growth have been used as a standard process to study
ALD mechanism in a particular reactor. Different in-situ characterization tools have been
adopted for ALD reactors e.g. quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and growth process
was studied in real-time [75,76]. In-situ characterization provides a lot of benefits to
understand what is happening in each step of the ALD process, and QCM measures mass
uptake for each cycle which helps to evaluate each half reaction.

4.2. ALD Grown Vanadium Oxide Films
For ALD of VOX films, different precursors such as vanadyl-tri-isopropoxide
(VTIP), bis[2,4 pentanedionato] vanadyl(II) [VO(acac) 2], and Vanadium oxytrichloride
(VOCl3) have been used in the literature [77-79]. VO(acac)2, VTIP, and VOCl3 were used
with oxidizing agents of oxygen, water vapor and oxygen, respectively. Growth
temperature of VO2 films with VOCl3 and oxygen precursors was reported to be 490 °C
which is little high for a usual ALD process. They claimed that at lower temperatures
such as 300 °C no film was formed. Musschoot et al reported much lower temperatures
(e.g. 150 °C) for VTIP precursor with water vapor, and they found out that process yields
V2O5 films with a growth rate of ~0.2 Å/cycle. They could not achieve any growth with
oxygen as reactive gas. Dagur et al found that ALD process using VO(acac) 2 and oxygen
as precursors gives a very narrow ALD temperature window (400 °C - 475 °C), and VO2
films were obtained by the process. They reported a growth rate of 2.4 Å which is 12
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times higher than Musschoot’s finding. Badot et al reported 0.17 Å /cycle growth rate
using the same precursors as Musschoot used, and got V2O5 films [80]. They also studied
electrical properties of their resulted films, and determined the conductivity and relative
permittivity. Even though there are couple of papers regarding ALD process of VOx
films and characterization of these films to some extent, ALD technique has not been
used for vanadium oxide films that can be used for microbolometers. One of the reasons
is that resulted films are usually in V2O5 form which has higher oxygen content than VO X
films that are used in microbolometers. If VO X films with reasonable x values could be
obtained, ALD technique can be used to make reproducible and uniform films for
microbolometer applications. For that purpose, it can be tried to reduce the films, or
create films with oxygen deficiency.

4.3. Experimental Method: ALD Reactor and Film Growth
A custom made ALD reactor with in-situ QCM capability was used for making
VOX films. The reactor was built by a PhD student in the research group for studying
ALD process, and controlled doping experiments of thin films [81]. The reactor has two
manifolds going in a mixer and reactor. One of the manifolds is used for metal-organic
precursors such as TMA and VTIP, and the other one is used for O 2, H2O and H2 flow.
N2 gas is used as purge gas in the system. Substrate holder, two QCM heads, reactor
walls, mixer, and two manifolds are heated which can be adjusted independently for
different parts of the reactor. Flow rate for carries gas is adjusted using two mass flow
controllers one for each manifold. Both for metal precursor and oxidizing precursor, a fix
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volume is filled and purged into the reactor. A roughing pump is used to provide a
desired base pressure in the reactor. The reactor also has a turbo pump that can be used
for high vacuum ALD processes in the molecular flow regime without carrier gas.
Operation of the reactor is done by controlling the numerical valves located at the
different sections of the reactor. Pressure data can be collected in each manifold and in
the reactor area using capacitor monometers.
For the purpose of this thesis, VTIP and water vapor precursors were used to grow
VOX films with ALD technique. VTIP (Sigma Aldrich) precursor has a very low vapor
pressure at room temperature so it was heated to 60 °C which provided a vapor pressure
around 0.63 Torr. Vapor pressure of H2O is approximately 20 Torr. For each VTIP step, a
fix volume on the metal-organic side manifold is filled until vapor pressure stopped
increasing which was around 0.63 Torr. For water step, a similar fix volume on the water
side manifold is filled for a short time period so that 18 Torr vapor pressure obtained.
Different experiments showed that this amount of water vapor was sufficient for a
complete reaction in each cycle. Substrate temperature was set to 150 °C where QCM
was also adjusted for the same temperature. QCM temperature is measured with a
thermocouple placed next to the crystal but heating element for the QCM is controlled
with another thermocouple inside the heating cartridge which is due to low thermal
conductance of the adhesive and additional layers used to attach the heating element to
QCM. Therefore, in order to achieve 150 °C at the QCM, heater needed to be set to 220
°C which in turn resulted in a slow temperature rise in the crystal. This temperature drift
affects the frequency shift of the QCM which can affect the slope of the mass data.
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However, temperature of the QCM is usually stable enough for the time scale in which
each cycle occurs with a sharp increase in mass so this drift is not a problem for mass
reading. Total flow rate in the reactor was 260 sccm where 110 sccm flowed from each
mass flow controller and 40 sccm was used to purge the back side of the QCM in order to
prevent film formation on that side which could certainly alter the mass reading. With all
the carrier gas flow, base pressure of the reactor was around 0.85 Torr. Before filling the
VTIP precursor in the dosing volume, an external vacuum pump was used to drop the
base pressure of the metal-organic manifold.
A 2500 cycle ALD process was performed with 12 seconds purge time after
VTIP dosing, and 16 second purge time after water vapor dosing where during water
dosing, VTIP precursor was started filling the dosing volume on the metal side manifold.
Since this particular ALD reactor is an experimental tool for studying ALD process rather
than thin film fabrication, each cycle takes longer than it does for commercial reactors.
Total VTIP filling time adjusted to be just enough for achieving maximum vapor pressure
for the precursor at 60 °C. Time for one cycle was 38 seconds which includes 1 second
VTIP filling, 5 seconds VTIP dosing, 12 seconds purge, 1 second H 2O filling, 3 seconds
H2O dosing, and 16 seconds purge (also filing the VTIP vapor in the metal side dosing
volume). Growth per cycle for this particular precursor was reported to be 0.2 Å/cycle at
the same substrate temperature used in this study which is supposed to produce a 500 Å
thickness for the film grown by 2500 cycles. TCR and resistivity measurements were
performed on the resulted film along with Raman analysis. In-situ QCM data was also
collected and discussed for couple of different cases. Ellipsometry measurement was
performed to find out real thickness of the film and growth rate.
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4.5. Results and Discussion
Mass per unit area data for the regular VTIP + H 2O + VTIP + H2O +… growth is
shown for a 30 cycle run in Figure 4-3. As it is seen process is yielding a layer by layer
mass uptake which is a typical characteristic of the ALD technique. Data has a linear
trend that is illustrated by the line placed along the curve. First three steps are slightly off
the line which could be due to the initial surface conditions of the QCM crystal. Another
plot with pressure data superposed with mass data is shown in Figure 4-4. Vapor pressure
of the VTIP at 60 °C was around 0.63 Torr but in the plot red line shows a pressure
around 6.5 Torr during each metal dose which is due to carrier gas. When dosing vessel is
filled with VTIP, pressure levels up at around 0.63 Torr which is visible by a small step
on the red line. Water vapor pressure is shown with the blue line which shows ~18 Torr
during H2O dosing step. As it is seen from the plots, mass increase happens during the
VTIP dosing, and there is not a net mass uptake during H2O dosing. After water dosing, a
mass decrease is observed in the data which occurs during purging. It is likely that after
H2O reacts with VTIP precursor resulted radicals and any other species that are not
attached to the surface are being swept away. As a result of this mass decrease, net mass
uptake per cycle is ~ 10 ng/cm2 even though initial mass uptake is ~ 20 ng/cm2.
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Figure 4-3 Mass per unit area data for a 30 cycle VTIP-H2O ALD process. A
line is placed along the data touching the top of the curve to show the linear trend
that exist in the data except for the first three steps.

Using basic calculations an estimated number of molecules per cm2 can be
determined. VTIP precursor has a molecular weight of ~244.2 g/mol. A 20 ng/cm2 mass
uptake corresponds to 8.19001E-11 mol/cm2. Using the Avogadro’s number it is found
that when VTIP reacts with the surface 4.92E+13 molecules stick to each cm2. As a rule
of thumb, there are 1E+15 atoms per cm2 on the surface of a solid. TMA has 72.09 g/mol
molecular weight, and an average of 39 ng/cm2 mass-uptake which yields 3.25E+14
molecule/cm2 which is approximately an order of magnitude higher than that of VTIP.
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VTIP and H2O ALD process reported to have a growth rate of ~0.2 Å/cycle for VTIP
precursor heated up to ~45 C whereas growth rate for TMA and H2O reaction is ~1.2
Å/cycle [82].
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Figure 4-4 Mass per cycle data is plotted with pressure data of VTIP and
water vapor. Blue line is pressure for water vapor, red line is pressure for VTIP,
and black line shows the mass data.

In order to investigate the saturation behavior of VTIP precursor, an ALD
experiment was conducted with three successive VTIP doses followed by an H 2O dose.
Mass and pressure data of this run is shown in Figure 4-5. After the first VTIP dosing
(VTIP doses are colored in red) a mass gain around 20 ng/cm2 happens, and following
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VTIP doses cause mass increases between 3 and 7 ng/cm2. Data shows that after H2O
dosing previously observed mass decrease starts happening, and overall mass uptake is
around 20 ng/cm2.
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Figure 4-5 The ALD run with three successive VTIP steps and one Water
step. Blue line is water pressure, red line is VTIP pressure, and black line is mass
uptake.

Raman spectrum of the ALD sample made is shown in Figure 4-6 along with the
spectrum of a pulsed DC sputtered biased VO X film. Spectrum for ALD sample shows
that low frequency feature shows up at 400 cm-1 wave number which suggests that the
film is very amorphous. High frequency feature appears at 930 cm-1 wave number with
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large intensity which is likely due to highly resistive nature of the film. As compared to
sputtered deposited film where high frequency mode appears around 890 cm-1, this
feature for ALD sample shows up at a higher wave number which suggests the existence
of V+5 in the film.

Figure 4-6 Raman spectra of ALD and sputtered deposited VOX films.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement was performed on the film made by 2500
cycles, and a thickness of ~800 Å was found which yields a 0.32 Å /cycle growth rate.
This growth rate is higher than what was found in the literature which is probably due to
higher vapor pressure of VTIP produced due to higher VTIP temperature used in this
study.
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Electrical properties of the ALD sample were also measured. TCR was found to be
-4.7 %/K, and resistivity was around 77 kOhm.cm. As Raman data suggested film was
very resistive possible in the form of V2O5 or close to it.

4.6. Conclusion
QCM mass data showed that with only one VTIP dose, 20 ng/cm2 initial mass
uptake occurred which gave 4.92E+13 molecules/cm2 using basic calculations. Same
calculations yielded 3.25E+14 molecules/cm2 for TMA precursor which is used in Al2O3
growth. This basic calculation is a simple explanation to the very low growth rate of
VTIP + H2O process which has a deposition rate ~0.32 Å/cycle whereas TMA + H2O
process has ~1.2 Å/cycle growth rate. As multiple VTIP dosing with one H 2O step
showed, after the first VTIP step mass uptake still happens but with very small amounts.
This suggests that saturation of VTIP reaction does not happens completely with only one
metal precursor step. After H2O dosing, there is a mass decrease which is likely due to
the lost of reaction products. This significant mass decrease does not happen after VTIP
dose even though reactor is always purged.
Growth rate of the ALD process of VTIP and water vapor was found to be higher
than reported values which could be due to higher vapor pressure of VTIP produced by
heating the VTIP higher than 45 C. When VTIP produced higher vapor pressure, a higher
number of VTIP molecules could be introduced in reaction chamber which in turn
created a higher growth rate.
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Electrical properties of the resulted film are not appropriate for microbolometer
applications. Overall goal of this study was to produce sub-oxidized vanadium oxide
films using reducing steps after each VTIP – H2O cycle but due to time constraints this
could not be achieved yet. Another approach for reducing high oxygen content films
could be doing plasma enhanced ALD using CO2 or H2 plasma, so during the film
formation sub-oxides of Vanadium oxide could be obtained. These experiments for
producing microbolometer useable films will be performed in the near future.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Summary
Vanadium oxide films grown with pulsed DC sputtering with a substrate bias of
25 W were found to be performing close to IBD deposited VO X films which have
appropriate properties for microbolometer applications. When transition metal oxides of
Nb, Cr, Ti, Mo, and Zr were introduced into these vanadium oxide films with cosputtering, crystallinity of the films was found to be improving as a general trend. This
trend was also associated with the resistivity decrease of the alloyed films. This resistivity
decrease mostly appeared for alloying concentrations over 10%. Generally, less than 10%
alloying yielded similar TCR and resistivity trends. TEM analysis revealed that with 17%
Nb alloying, the VOX film showed the same growing characteristics appeared in pulsed
DC sputtered films which is columnar nano-twin structure. Overall, TCR and resistivity
values of alloyed films did not show significant improvement, and structurally similar
properties were obtained.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique was also tried and preliminary results
were shown. QCM data of an ALD process with VTIP and H2O revealed that process was
a layer by layer growth resembling one which is a typical ALD behavior. By using
successive VTIP steps it was shown that mass uptake kept happening from 3 to 7 ng/cm2.
This result suggests that one VTIP dose produced slightly less than saturation coverage,
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so either VTIP precursor should be used at a higher temperature to provide higher vapor
pressure or more than one VTIP dose should be apply before each water step. Later one
makes the ALD process longer for growing thick enough films for analysis. Using an
optimized recipe for VTIP and H2O precursors, a 2500 cycle run performed yielding a
800 Å film, and electrical properties along with Raman analysis performed. These
analyses showed that the resulted film was highly amorphous with very high resistivity
which is not appropriate for microbolometer applications. This was a preliminary
experiment for studying ALD for VO X films, so even though good films could not be
obtained ALD process was studied, and a background was established for the future ALD
experiments for better VOX films.

5.2. Future Work
Alloying the vanadium oxide films was found not to be improving the electrical
properties of the resulted films. However, TCR and resistivity were the only electrical
properties that were examined, so it is not know what kind of effect alloying could have
on the noise characteristic of the films. Noise is also an important property that must be
consider when building a microbolometer, so even though TCR and resistivity behavior
of alloyed films are similar to those for non alloyed one, if noise could be decreased for
the alloyed films significantly they could be more promising for the applications.
Therefore noise measurements could be performed on the films made in this thesis.
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Generally, when VOX films made with IBD or sputtering are annealed, their
resistivities drop dramatically as a result of increasing crystallinity of the films. Alloyed
films could be annealed to see if they will show the similar trends or not.
The ALD grown film was found to be highly oxidized yielding very high
resistivity and TCR. ALD technique can be tried to reduce the films while it is growing
using reducing agents between each ALD cycle. If VO X films with reasonable properties
could be obtained, this could be breakthrough since reproducibility of ALD process is
known to be very good. Besides regular ALD, plasma enhanced (PE) ALD can also be
tried with H2 or CO2 plasma in order to reduce the films.
Another approach could be using different precursors that could yield less oxidize
VOX films. VOCl3 precursor was reported to yield VO2 films above 450 °C. Since the
ALD reactor used in this thesis could not reach these high temperatures due to potential
heat damage to the reactor components, VOCl3 could not be tried for VO X. Another high
temperature ALD reactor is in the process of being put together, so different precursors
including VOCl3 will be tried for producing VOX films.
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APPENDIX
Target Powers and Metal Concentrations
Target power, sputtering time, and concentrations of different metals are shown. These
runs were performed by co-sputtering with 300 W pulsed DC V in oxygen and argon
environment. All metals were sputtered with RF power.
Metal

Target Power (W)

Growth Time(sec)

Concentration %

Cr

10

900

2

Cr

23

900

10

Cr

36

850

20

Cr

53

800

30

Cr

87

700

46

Ti

23

900

2

Ti

36

850

6

Ti

53

800

10

Ti

87

700

18

Mo

13

900

2

Mo

23

900

6

Mo

36

850

13

Mo

53

850

22

Zr

23

900

4

Zr

36

850

10

Zr

53

800

17

Zr

87

700

29
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